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Abstract

Systematic Review (SR) presents the highest form of evidence in research for decision and policy-making. Nonetheless, the struc-
tured steps involved in carrying out SRs make it demanding for reviewers. Many studies have projected the abstract screening stage
in the SR process to be the most burdensome for reviewers, thus automating this stage with artificial intelligence (AI). However,
majority of these studies focus on using traditional machine learning classifiers for the abstract classification. Thus, there remain a
gap to explore the potential of deep learning techniques for this task. This study seeks to bridge the gap by exploring how LSTM
and Bi-LSTM models together with GloVe for vectorisation can accelerate this stage. As a further aim to increase precision while
sustaining a recall >= 95% due to precision-recall trade-off, attention mechanics is added to these classifiers. The final experimental
results obtained showed that Bi-LSTM with attention has the capacity to expedite citation screening.
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1. Introduction

Systematic Review (SR), also known as Knowledge Synthesis (KS) or Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) plays
a crucial role by providing the highest form of evidence to guide policies and inform decision-making in medical
research and beyond [1]. Thus, making it the “heart of evidence-based medicine research” [2]. This results from the
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orderly and structured steps involved in the SR process. In summary, the SR process begins with 1) the development
of a protocol that highlights in detail how the succeeding steps in the process should be carried out. For example, the
protocol outlines the number of researchers to be involved in the study, which databases will be queried, the type of
checklist to be used for critically appraising potential studies, the exclusion and inclusion criteria, among others [2].
Following this is, 2) the definition of the research question using standardised models, 3) searching for all potential
studies from sources or databases already penned down in the protocol. Upon retrieval of these studies from the various
sources, 4) the title and abstract of each study found is screened to find all studies relevant to the research question
based on the inclusion criteria, also known as citation screening, which is then followed by, 5) a full-text screening of
these prospective relevant studies. To appraise the quality of the methodology of these studies, 6) risk of bias (RoB)
assessment is performed on studies that successfully pass the full-text screening phase using a standard checklist [3],
7) data is extracted and synthesised from studies obtained from the RoB assessment and, 8) the results are interpreted,
published, and reported.

This robust approach of an SR makes it transparent, reproducible, and comprehensive to include all potentially
relevant studies [3]. However, the detailed structure constrains the process to be burdensome and time-consuming for
researchers. They have an enormous duty to follow the SR’s rigorous steps to publish a review. From literature, it has
been reported that it takes about 15 months for an SR to be completed and published [4]. Another area of concern in
medical research is the increasing daily rate of published articles, looking at the limited time researchers have for the
SR process to be followed [5]. This has led to the issue of “missing data” [6], in that the majority of these recently
published articles, which might have been relevant to a particular research question, will not be encompassed during
the search phase. Thus, most SRs published become obsolete before they are completed [6].

Contrarily, this upsurge has led to the application of artificial intelligence techniques such as natural language
processing (NLP), machine learning (ML), and deep learning (DL) to reduce the burden associated with SRs [7].
Among all the SR stages, the abstract screening step has been reported to be the most tedious [6]. As an illustration,
studies have reported that it typically takes an experienced researcher between 30− 90 s to screen a single abstract [8]
and between 8 − 125 hrs generally to review an estimate of 5, 000 publication [9]. According to Shemilt et al. [10],
when using double screening method (which is advised), it takes an estimated 4 − 5 mins for researchers to resolve a
debate over whether to include or exclude a piece of abstract. As a result, screening 10, 000 worth of publications can
take between 100 − 150 hrs [8].

On the other hand, the majority of recent studies that focus on citation/abstract screening automation approach
it as a binary task, text classification, categorising abstracts as relevant or not to the research topic at hand. These
approaches always aim at achieving a recall ≥ 95% in order for the algorithms to include all potentially relevant
literature [11]. However, as it is well-known in classification problems, a rise in recall results in a fall in precision, and
vice versa. Nonetheless, achieving high precision is similarly important because it assures that the articles flagged as
relevant are indeed pertinent to the research study. Another essential metric in screening automation that is affected
by a high recall is Work saved oversampling (WSS) [11], which measures how much human burden the classifier can
lessen at a particular recall.

Several approaches have been put forth in some text classification citation screening tasks to increase precision
and WSS aside from training the model with abstract and/or titles. These include feature enrichment techniques
e.g. addition of keywords, references, bibliometric features, Medical Subject Headings (MesH) [12]; integration of
knowledge graphs such as Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [13] and sampling techniques [14]. Though
some techniques impacted precision, these research findings revealed a trend for precision to decrease as recall rose.
Thus, there still remains a gap in exploring other techniques to improve these metrics. Additionally, from recent SR
studies done on SRs automation techniques by van Dinter et al. [15] and O’Mara et al. [16], the study pinpointed
that supervised ML is the most popular method for citation screening with the major algorithms being Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers. Also, their study identified Bag of Words (BoW) as the most
deployed feature extraction method in SR citation automation. In conclusion, the SR studies revealed an aperture in
the application of DL methods to automate abstract screening.

Nevertheless, recent studies have revealed the advantages of DL classifiers and word embedding techniques over
these supervised ML methods in achieving higher performance metrics and capturing the contextual meaning of texts
[17]. For example, in a comparative study by Meger et al. [18] on comparing SVM with BoW to recurrent neural
networks (RNN) with word embedding techniques, the latter was found to achieve better performance metrics.
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Thus, this paper aims to bridge the gap by exploring and evaluating the potential of DL models for citation screen-
ing, improving precision and WSS whilst maintaining a high recall. To the best of knowledge, one study by Moreno-
Garcı́a et al. [19] proposes DL techniques (zero-shot classification) for abstract screening. However, the study does
not take into consideration measures to achieving a high recall, WSS and maintaining improved precision. To enable
the deduction of the research questions (RQ), we follow similar questions by Timsina et al. [14] in their study:

1. Which deep learning models can be investigated to automate abstracts as compared to the most used ML tech-
niques?
Variants of RNN, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [20], Bi-directional Long term Short Term Memory (Bi-
LSTM) [21] will be explored. RNN is chosen because of its effortless ability to retrieve semantic information
from the input data [17, 18]. LSTMs and Bi-LSTMs overcome the issue of long-term dependency in the original
RNN model and have proven effective for sequential data tasks [22], of which the abstract is an example of data
that occurs sequentially. Also, these models have achieved remarkable results in text classification tasks such as
sentiment analysis, hate speech detection, and disaster prediction [23, 24].

2. How can these models be used to achieve a recall >= 95% whilst having an improved precision and WSS score?
To do this, a threshold at which this recall would be attainable will be set. Additionally, the concept of attention
mechanism [25] will be investigated on how its addition to the variants of RNN selected can improve precision
and other metrics.

As a recommended approach to compare proposed methods to existing ones, this research uses the study by
Bannach-Brown et al. [26] as the benchmark model. The study is selected because its proposed method was eval-
uated on a similar dataset to be used in this study. Furthermore, considering that class imbalance is one of the main
challenges associated with SR automation [16], we propose using a cost-sensitive learning technique [27]. Finally,
we perform and evaluate the proposed methodology on six health-related datasets. The results from the comparative
experiments show that the proposed Bi-LSTM method with attention mechanics can noticeably aid in SR screening
automation and lower the volume of items that need to be manually reviewed while maintaining a high recall. The
outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2, highlights some related text classification approaches and the research
gap; Section 3, describes the proposed methodology. In Section 4, we provide the results from our experiments and
discuss these results, with Section 5 concluding the paper.

2. Related Works and Research Gap

Several initiatives have been made to approach citation screening as a text classification task using supervised ML.
Cohen et al. [11], one of the earliest studies to have proposed recall >= 95% in SR automation, suggested the use
of a voting perception-based classifier with a linear kernel as the classifier and BoW technique for feature extraction.
To increase recall, the learning rate of the kernel was adjusted at different values. However, due to the precision-
recall trade-off, the precision on some datasets were as low as 0%, as well as for WSS. One possible factor for these
low scores could have been not addressing the issue of class imbalance in the dataset because a comparative study
by Timsina et al. [14], using the method by Cohen et al. [11] as a benchmark presented employing data sampling
techniques to improve precision using the same dataset. In their experiment, UMLS was used for vectorisation and
softMax SVM was proposed as the best-performing classifier as opposed to the BoW presented in their benchmark
model. The results obtained from the experiment showed that the combination of Synthetic Minority Oversampling
(SMOTE) [28] with the undersampling technique obtained better precision and WSS score compared to the benchmark
model.

Another supervised ML approach proposed by Bekhuis & Demner-Fushman [29] was to investigate how kNN,
NB, and SVM with BoW can aid in the automation of SRs. To improve precision, they suggested combining
each citation’s title, abstract and metadata in the dataset. As an attempt to handle class imbalance, they proposed
using a cost-sensitive classifier, Contemporary Naive Bayes(cNB). The experimental results showed that adding
additional information to the abstract could reduce the human screening workload. Similarly, Almeida et al. [30]
also explored how feature enrichment techniques and feature selection techniques could expedite citation screening.
The researchers proposed using keywords and MeSH in addition to the title or abstract to train an ensemble method
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of logistic regression and decision tree. Their results showed that BoW with MesH and IDF (Inverse document
frequency) as a feature extraction technique could aid citation screening. Furthermore, Olorisade et al. [31] also
explored how references and bibliographies can improve performance metrics on nineteen datasets. For feature
extraction, BoW and word2vec were explored. This study is perhaps one of the first to have explored a word
embedding technique compared to the most popular BoW or TF-IDF. They proposed an SVM as a classifier evaluated
using a 5 × 2 fold cross-validation. The results of their proposed method confirmed the study’s aim and objective,
having the potential to automate screening.

Likewise, Rúbio & Gulo [12] also explored how bibliometric features obtained during the search phase could
help in automation. In their experiments, these features (the citation number, media type, publication number, etc.)
were used to train a wide range of classifiers such as decision tree, kNN, SVM, and NB. Their experimental results
proved that the addition of bibliometric features trained on the classifiers had the potential to reduce the human
workload by improving precision. Additionally, Frunza et al. [13] also proposed using BoW and NB classifier for
classification. To increase precision whilst attaining a high recall, the research question associated with each dataset
was added to train the classifier alongside the UMLS knowledge graph. Their results proved that the addition of the
research question was an alternative to improving precision. Finally, our benchmark study, Bannach-Brown et al.
[26], also presented the use of a tri-gram with TF-IDF for vectorisation trained on an SVM with stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). To prevent over-fitting, they used a five-fold cross-validation technique. Like all experiments, the
results of their evaluation metrics highlight how their proposed method could enable screening automation. However,
considering that the various techniques presented for citation text classification focus on supervised ML classifiers,
there remains a gap in exploring DL techniques for citation classification tasks.

3. Methodology

This section describes the proposed approach intended to be implemented. This includes the datasets, preprocessing
method, vectorisation, training, and evaluation metrics deployed. Pictorially the proposed pipeline is summarised in
Figure 1. A detailed explanation of each of these steps is described in the subsequent subsections.

Fig. 1: Outline of the proposed method
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of a voting perception-based classifier with a linear kernel as the classifier and BoW technique for feature extraction.
To increase recall, the learning rate of the kernel was adjusted at different values. However, due to the precision-
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model. The results obtained from the experiment showed that the combination of Synthetic Minority Oversampling
(SMOTE) [28] with the undersampling technique obtained better precision and WSS score compared to the benchmark
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Another supervised ML approach proposed by Bekhuis & Demner-Fushman [29] was to investigate how kNN,
NB, and SVM with BoW can aid in the automation of SRs. To improve precision, they suggested combining
each citation’s title, abstract and metadata in the dataset. As an attempt to handle class imbalance, they proposed
using a cost-sensitive classifier, Contemporary Naive Bayes(cNB). The experimental results showed that adding
additional information to the abstract could reduce the human screening workload. Similarly, Almeida et al. [30]
also explored how feature enrichment techniques and feature selection techniques could expedite citation screening.
The researchers proposed using keywords and MeSH in addition to the title or abstract to train an ensemble method
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of logistic regression and decision tree. Their results showed that BoW with MesH and IDF (Inverse document
frequency) as a feature extraction technique could aid citation screening. Furthermore, Olorisade et al. [31] also
explored how references and bibliographies can improve performance metrics on nineteen datasets. For feature
extraction, BoW and word2vec were explored. This study is perhaps one of the first to have explored a word
embedding technique compared to the most popular BoW or TF-IDF. They proposed an SVM as a classifier evaluated
using a 5 × 2 fold cross-validation. The results of their proposed method confirmed the study’s aim and objective,
having the potential to automate screening.

Likewise, Rúbio & Gulo [12] also explored how bibliometric features obtained during the search phase could
help in automation. In their experiments, these features (the citation number, media type, publication number, etc.)
were used to train a wide range of classifiers such as decision tree, kNN, SVM, and NB. Their experimental results
proved that the addition of bibliometric features trained on the classifiers had the potential to reduce the human
workload by improving precision. Additionally, Frunza et al. [13] also proposed using BoW and NB classifier for
classification. To increase precision whilst attaining a high recall, the research question associated with each dataset
was added to train the classifier alongside the UMLS knowledge graph. Their results proved that the addition of the
research question was an alternative to improving precision. Finally, our benchmark study, Bannach-Brown et al.
[26], also presented the use of a tri-gram with TF-IDF for vectorisation trained on an SVM with stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). To prevent over-fitting, they used a five-fold cross-validation technique. Like all experiments, the
results of their evaluation metrics highlight how their proposed method could enable screening automation. However,
considering that the various techniques presented for citation text classification focus on supervised ML classifiers,
there remains a gap in exploring DL techniques for citation classification tasks.

3. Methodology

This section describes the proposed approach intended to be implemented. This includes the datasets, preprocessing
method, vectorisation, training, and evaluation metrics deployed. Pictorially the proposed pipeline is summarised in
Figure 1. A detailed explanation of each of these steps is described in the subsequent subsections.

Fig. 1: Outline of the proposed method
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Table 1: Overview of datasets used for training and evaluation

Name of dataset Topic Total papers Included papers Excluded papers IR(Included:Excluded)

Aceves-Martins2021 (AM) Oral Health 807 18 789 1:44
Appenzeller-Herzog 2020 (AH) Wilson Disease 3453 29 3424 1:118
Bannach-Brown 2019 (BB) Animal Model of Depression 1993 280 1713 1:6
Cohen AtypicalAntipsychotics 2006 (CAA) ACEInhibitors 2544 41 2503 1:61
Cohen ACEInhibitors 2006 (CACE) Atypical Antipsychotics 1120 146 974 1:7
Cohen OralHypoglycemics 2006 (COH) Oral Hypoglycemics 503 136 367 1:3

3.1. Dataset and Pre-processing

To train and evaluate the proposed model, six health-related datasets were used. Five of the datasets are publicly
available on Github 1. These are the Bannach-Brown dataset [26] developed by authors of the benchmark study
focusing on animal depression, the Appenzeller-Herzog dataset [32] on Wilson disease, the ACE Inhibitors dataset,
Atypical Antipsychotics dataset, and Oral Hypoglycemics dataset developed by Cohen et al. [11]. The private dataset
used is the Aceves-Martins dataset [33] focusing on oral health. An overview of all the datasets is recapitulated in
Table 1.

Following the pipeline, from the dataset acquisition, the abstracts of each dataset were pre-processed by tokenising,
removing stop words, and punctuation. Like the benchmark study [26], stemming/lemmatisation was not used since
these could lead to the loss of some vital information in the data. To cite an example, stemming/lemmatisation will
remove “s” from the word “trails” which gives a different meaning to the word in a randomised control trial (RCT)
study like the Bannach-Brown dataset. This is because while “trails” is located in reports of SR of an RCT, “trail”
mean the report of an RCT [26]. Thus, to prevent such an issue, this pre-processing method was avoided.

Compared to existing methods that deploy traditional feature extraction techniques, this study sought to explore
how the use of word embedding techniques could aid in citation screening considering the advantages these embed-
ding methods have over the traditional methods, such as semantics consideration and dimensionality reduction rep-
resentation [34]. Though there are many state-of-the-art word embedding techniques [34], Global Vectors for Word
Representation(GloVe) [35] is selected in this study because it is one of the most common techniques and offers word
pairs the appropriate weights so that no word dominates the training process. Additionally, comparative studies have
revealed its potential in text classification tasks [34, 31].

3.2. Vectorisation: GloVe

GloVe is an unsupervised statistical frequency-based technique for distributed word vector representation [35]. A
detailed explanation of how this word embedding technique works is done in the study by Pennington et al. [35].
It creates these vector representations of text using a co-occurrence matrix. Mathematically, the co-occurrence is
calculated using:

P( j|i) =
Xi j

Xi
(1)

where Pi j is the likelihood that a word Xj will frequently appear in the context of a phrase Xi of interest. In this
study, glove6b.zip 2, a pre-trained word vector was used. In selecting the vector’s dimension size, a vital consideration
made was that the acceptable length of abstracts is within 250-300 words. Thus, a 300-dimensional size vector is
selected.

1 https://github.com/asreview/systematic-review-datasets
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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(a) LSTM structure with equations [22] (b) Bi-LSTM [36]

Fig. 2: Architecture of LSTM and Bi-LSTM model

3.3. Learning models; LSTM and Bi-LSTM

Describing the LSTM and Bi-LSTM, the LSTM architecture consists of three main gates and a collection of cell
states (ct), enabling the network to overcome long-term dependency issues. These gates are the input (it), the forget
( ft) and the output (ot) as seen in Figure 2a with their associated equations which govern the training of the model,
where U is the hidden state matrix, W the weight matrix and b bias of the gates. These three gates control the flow
of data that passes through the hidden layers of the cell to note the values from the preceding periods. Each ct in the
LSTM comprises of input Xt which in this study is the features extracted, the previously hidden state or output ht-1
and the preceding cell state ct-1. The inital step of the gate is to decide what data from the cell state should be ignored
using a sigmoid, σg function. At ct-1, ft reads ht-1 and new Xt, where the output is 0 (forget) or 1 (retain). The next
stage of the LSTM is to locate which new data is stored in the cell. Thus, it determines what values to reform using
σg. Additionally, the tanh, σc produces a vector c

′
t . ct-1 is then updated to a new ct. The last step is for the output ht of

the LSTM to be determined by ot using σg as seen in Figure 2a. Together these three gates help solve the long-term
dependency of the original RNN model.

To further improve the performance of RNNs, the Bi-LSTM which is a hybrid of LSTM in both the forward and
backward direction as seen in Figure 2b to represent a given sequence of data, was proposed [21]. The purpose of the
reverse directional LSTM is to capture patterns that may have been neglected by the LSTM which fits data in only
one direction [22].

3.4. Attention Mechanics

Attention mechanics is a concept in AI intended to mimic the human cognitive process by fastidiously focusing on
a specific aspect of information in a given data. A useful application of RNN that led to the introduction of attention
mechanics is machine learning translation. This kind of task is handled with sequential learning or encoder-decoder
structure [37]. RNN encoder-decoder consists of two RNNs, one acting as the encoder and the other as the decoder.
The purpose of the encoder is to convert information from the input sequence into a numeric representation known as
the hidden state or context vector, passed unto the decoder to produce the output. This architecture’s final hidden state
results in a problem called an “information bottleneck” because the hidden state compresses the entire input sequence
into a single, fixed representation. As such, in cases of an extremely long sentence, information at the beginning of
the sequence may be lost since all that the decoder has access to when producing the output will just be a part of the
hidden state. Hence, the introduction of attention mechanics enables the model to focus on the most vital information
in the text as such can learn nontrivial alignments between the words concentrating on which input tokens are most
important at each time step [38].

In this experiment, the attention output that governs the LSTM and Bi-LSTM training is generated using Equation 2
to Equation 5. In Equation 2, ci denotes the context vector, h j is the global features, αi j is the weights calculated using
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available on Github 1. These are the Bannach-Brown dataset [26] developed by authors of the benchmark study
focusing on animal depression, the Appenzeller-Herzog dataset [32] on Wilson disease, the ACE Inhibitors dataset,
Atypical Antipsychotics dataset, and Oral Hypoglycemics dataset developed by Cohen et al. [11]. The private dataset
used is the Aceves-Martins dataset [33] focusing on oral health. An overview of all the datasets is recapitulated in
Table 1.

Following the pipeline, from the dataset acquisition, the abstracts of each dataset were pre-processed by tokenising,
removing stop words, and punctuation. Like the benchmark study [26], stemming/lemmatisation was not used since
these could lead to the loss of some vital information in the data. To cite an example, stemming/lemmatisation will
remove “s” from the word “trails” which gives a different meaning to the word in a randomised control trial (RCT)
study like the Bannach-Brown dataset. This is because while “trails” is located in reports of SR of an RCT, “trail”
mean the report of an RCT [26]. Thus, to prevent such an issue, this pre-processing method was avoided.

Compared to existing methods that deploy traditional feature extraction techniques, this study sought to explore
how the use of word embedding techniques could aid in citation screening considering the advantages these embed-
ding methods have over the traditional methods, such as semantics consideration and dimensionality reduction rep-
resentation [34]. Though there are many state-of-the-art word embedding techniques [34], Global Vectors for Word
Representation(GloVe) [35] is selected in this study because it is one of the most common techniques and offers word
pairs the appropriate weights so that no word dominates the training process. Additionally, comparative studies have
revealed its potential in text classification tasks [34, 31].

3.2. Vectorisation: GloVe

GloVe is an unsupervised statistical frequency-based technique for distributed word vector representation [35]. A
detailed explanation of how this word embedding technique works is done in the study by Pennington et al. [35].
It creates these vector representations of text using a co-occurrence matrix. Mathematically, the co-occurrence is
calculated using:

P( j|i) =
Xi j
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(1)

where Pi j is the likelihood that a word Xj will frequently appear in the context of a phrase Xi of interest. In this
study, glove6b.zip 2, a pre-trained word vector was used. In selecting the vector’s dimension size, a vital consideration
made was that the acceptable length of abstracts is within 250-300 words. Thus, a 300-dimensional size vector is
selected.
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3.3. Learning models; LSTM and Bi-LSTM

Describing the LSTM and Bi-LSTM, the LSTM architecture consists of three main gates and a collection of cell
states (ct), enabling the network to overcome long-term dependency issues. These gates are the input (it), the forget
( ft) and the output (ot) as seen in Figure 2a with their associated equations which govern the training of the model,
where U is the hidden state matrix, W the weight matrix and b bias of the gates. These three gates control the flow
of data that passes through the hidden layers of the cell to note the values from the preceding periods. Each ct in the
LSTM comprises of input Xt which in this study is the features extracted, the previously hidden state or output ht-1
and the preceding cell state ct-1. The inital step of the gate is to decide what data from the cell state should be ignored
using a sigmoid, σg function. At ct-1, ft reads ht-1 and new Xt, where the output is 0 (forget) or 1 (retain). The next
stage of the LSTM is to locate which new data is stored in the cell. Thus, it determines what values to reform using
σg. Additionally, the tanh, σc produces a vector c

′
t . ct-1 is then updated to a new ct. The last step is for the output ht of

the LSTM to be determined by ot using σg as seen in Figure 2a. Together these three gates help solve the long-term
dependency of the original RNN model.

To further improve the performance of RNNs, the Bi-LSTM which is a hybrid of LSTM in both the forward and
backward direction as seen in Figure 2b to represent a given sequence of data, was proposed [21]. The purpose of the
reverse directional LSTM is to capture patterns that may have been neglected by the LSTM which fits data in only
one direction [22].

3.4. Attention Mechanics

Attention mechanics is a concept in AI intended to mimic the human cognitive process by fastidiously focusing on
a specific aspect of information in a given data. A useful application of RNN that led to the introduction of attention
mechanics is machine learning translation. This kind of task is handled with sequential learning or encoder-decoder
structure [37]. RNN encoder-decoder consists of two RNNs, one acting as the encoder and the other as the decoder.
The purpose of the encoder is to convert information from the input sequence into a numeric representation known as
the hidden state or context vector, passed unto the decoder to produce the output. This architecture’s final hidden state
results in a problem called an “information bottleneck” because the hidden state compresses the entire input sequence
into a single, fixed representation. As such, in cases of an extremely long sentence, information at the beginning of
the sequence may be lost since all that the decoder has access to when producing the output will just be a part of the
hidden state. Hence, the introduction of attention mechanics enables the model to focus on the most vital information
in the text as such can learn nontrivial alignments between the words concentrating on which input tokens are most
important at each time step [38].

In this experiment, the attention output that governs the LSTM and Bi-LSTM training is generated using Equation 2
to Equation 5. In Equation 2, ci denotes the context vector, h j is the global features, αi j is the weights calculated using
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a softmax function in Equation 3, the attention output score ei j is calculated using Equation 4, where f is the function
that encapsulates the alignment between the input xt and the output, ht is the hidden state, hs is target and ht−1 is the
previous hidden state [39].

ci =

n∑
i=1

αi jh j (2)

αi j =
exp(ei j)∑n

k=1 exp(ei j)
(3)

ei j = f (ht, hs) (4)

ht = RNN(xt, ht−1) (5)

3.5. Class Balancing Technique

Class imbalance is one of the major issues associated with SR citation automation, which significantly impacts
the performance of the classifier [16]. Due to the enormous representation of excluded documents in the dataset
compared to the number of documents belonging to the included class, classification models may learn more from
the exclusion examples which biases the prediction. The most popular techniques deployed in citation automation
tasks are data resampling, and cost-sensitive classifiers [40]. Whilst re-sampling techniques are applied at the data
level, cost-sensitive techniques are applied at the algorithmic level [30]. In this study, cost-sensitive classifiers are
used because of proven potential[30]; thus, weighted LSTM and Bi-LSTM by assigning weights to the majority and
minority classes to fit the LSTM and Bi-LSTM layers with respect to the various dataset IR as seen in Table 1. For
example, using the Aceves-Martin dataset, the IR is 1:44, thus the assigned weight to the exclusion (majority) was 1
whilst that of the inclusion (minority) was 44, hence assigned weight = {0:1, 1:44}.

3.6. Hyper-parameters

The following final hyper-parameters were selected for the experiments in this study. For word embedding, a 300-
dimensional size was used. The hidden units found best for both LSTM and Bi-LSTM were 100 units with Adam as
the optimiser for both models. The best performing learning rate for the Adam optimiser in the LSTM was 3 × 10−4

whilst that of the Bi-LSTM was 1 × 10−4. These values were selected based on a series of experiments with different
values yielding the best results. To regularise the classifier to prevent over-fitting, a recurrent dropout of 0.2 for both the
LSTM and the BI-LSTM but a final dropout of 0.5 for the LSTM model and 0.02 for the Bi-LSTM was selected from
series of values trails before passing it to the dense layer with sigmoid activation function for the binary classification.
The best performing batch size was 64 across 10 epochs. This is recapitulated in Table 2.

3.7. Performance metrics

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, the most common metrics in citation screening automation
were used [16]. These are precision, recall, WSS@R, and F2 score (in contrast to the most used F1 score). F2 is used
considering the fact that recall is essential and needs more weight in citation screening [12]. Thus, the F2 assigns
more weight to recall and lesser weight to precision in the calculation. WSS @R gives an estimate of the reduction of
the number of irrelevant articles the researcher won’t have to manually screen because the model identified those. In
SRs, the acceptable recall for WSS is 95% [11], despite the possibility of some “relevant” studies being absent (5%).
Another rationale Yu et al. [41] offer for a recall of 0.95 is that no algorithm can guarantee a 100% recall prior to
looking at all potential papers. Thus, this study reports WSS@95. This does not, however, disprove that WSS@100
has been reported in some citation screening studies [6]. To enable the evaluation, the underlying concepts of true
positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN). TP is the relevant citations in the dataset
that the classifier will correctly identify; TN is the number of irrelevant/negative citations correctly identified by the
classifier. On the other hand, FP is the number of irrelevant citations that will be wrongly classified as relevant and
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Table 2: Hyper-parameters for training

Hyper-Parameter Value

Embedding dimension 300
LSTM units 100
Bi-LSTM units 100
Optimiser Adam
Learning rate (optimiser) 3 × 10−4 for LSTM
Learning rate (optimiser) 1 × 10−4 for Bi-LSTM
Dropout for LSTM 0.2, 0.5
Dropout for Bi-LSTM 0.2, 0.02
Batch size 64
Epochs 10

the inverse is true for FN. The calculation of the evaluation metrics based on these underlying concepts is summarised
in Table 3. Following the benchmark study’s approach, the average of these metrics is reported over a 5-fold cross-
validation.

Table 3: Summary of performance metrics

Experiment 1 (RQ1) Experiment 2(RQ2)

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF (Baseline)
LSTM +GloVe LSTM + GloVe + Attention
Bi-LSTM + GloVe Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention

3.8. Experimental setup

Two main experiments were performed in all. All codes were written in Python. The first experiment (Experiment
1) comprised two main methods (TF-IDF vectorisation and GloVe vectorisation). The main objective of Experiment 1
was to address RQ1 by comparing the results of the baseline model and this study’s proposed classifiers, LSTM and
Bi-LSTM. In the TF-IDF vectorisation method, the baseline study’s methodology was replicated on the six datasets.
As stated in Section 2, the researchers in [26] proposed using tri-grams with TF-IDF as the feature extraction tech-
nique. These features were passed as input to a linear SVM with SGD. Recollecting, a high recall >= 95% is essential
for SR citation automation classifiers. Thus, to implement this, a threshold at which this recall would be achievable
was found in the original studies using the scikit-learn 3 package.

On the other hand, with the GloVe vectorisation method, which is this study’s proposed method, GloVe was used
for extracting 300-dimension size features from the abstracts which were passed as inputs to the LSTM network.
The same approach was repeated, but the features were passed through a Bi-LSTM layer this time. These were
implemented with the Keras 4 package together with the hyper-parameters as stated in Section 3.6. To achieve a high
recall, a threshold at which the 0.95 recall was attainable using the Keras classification metrics module 5 was found

3 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/sgd.html
4 https://keras.io/api/layers/recurrent_layers/
5 https://keras.io/api/metrics/classification_metrics/
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5 https://keras.io/api/metrics/classification_metrics/
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Table 4: Summary of results obtained from both Experiment 1 (TF-IDF and GloVe Vectorisation) and Experiment 2 (Attention Mechanics)

Dataset Classifier TP FP TN FN N P R F2 WSS@95

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 2 81 64 1 149 2.64% 61.11% 11.27% 39.09%
Aceves-Martins2021 (AM) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 4 145 0 0 149 2.68% 100.00% 12.12% -5.00%

LSTM + GloVe 4 145 0 0 149 2.68% 100.00% 12.12% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 116 29 0 149 3.34% 100.00% 14.75% 14.52%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 139 6 0 149 2.80% 100.00% 12.58% -0.97%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 5 423 44 0 472 1.17% 100.00% 5.58% 4.28%
Appenzeller-Herzog 2020 (AH) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 5 329 138 0 472 1.50% 96.15% 7.05% 24.25%

LSTM + GloVe 4 468 0 0 472 0.81% 100.00% 3.90% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 5 228 239 0 472 2.15% 96.15% 9.86% 45.66%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 270 198 0 472 1.32% 94.74% 6.23% 37.01%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 48 235 35 2 320 16.90% 95.22% 49.42% 6.57%
Bannach-Brown 2019 (BB) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 50 232 38 0 320 17.76% 99.60% 51.82% 6.94%

LSTM + GloVe 50 270 0 0 320 15.70% 100.00% 48.21% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 49 112 157 2 320 30.43% 96.08% 67.12% 44.72%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 48 190 80 2 320 20.34% 96.41% 55.15% 20.58%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 27 159 12 1 200 14.67% 95.14% 45.36% 1.51%
Cohen AtypicalAntipsychotics 2006 (CAA) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 29 156 15 0 200 15.58% 100.00% 48.00% 2.51%

LSTM + GloVe 29 171 0 0 200 14.41% 100.00% 45.71% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 28 147 25 0 200 15.79% 100.00% 48.39% 7.51%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 28 149 22 1 200 15.90% 97.92% 48.19% 6.21%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 8 311 124 0 443 2.39% 95.00% 10.84% 23.05%
Cohen ACEInhibitors 2006 (CACE) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 8 409 26 0 443 1.87% 97.50% 8.69% 0.92%

LSTM + GloVe 8 435 0 0 443 1.81% 100.00% 8.42% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 8 234 202 0 443 3.11% 100.00% 13.82% 40.57%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 7 191 244 1 443 3.64% 90.00% 15.65% 50.28%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 25 61 5 1 92 28.94% 95.42% 65.38% 1.49%
Cohen OralHypoglycemics 2006 (CAOH) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 26 60 5 1 92 30.39% 96.32% 67.18% 1.51%

LSTM + GloVe 26 66 0 0 92 28.35% 100.00% 66.43% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 26 44 22 0 92 37.14% 100.00% 74.71% 18.91%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 23 35 31 3 92 39.45% 87.02% 70.11% 32.31%

through a series of experimentation similar to the benchmark study, thus addressing the first part of RQ2 in Section 1.
TP, TN, FP, FN were obtained at this threshold to aid in the calculation of the evaluation metrics.

In the second experiment (Experiment 2), which was designed to address the second aspect of RQ2, the addition
of attention mechanics was explored on how it could help improve metrics such as precision and WSS of the DL
classifiers whilst maintaining a high recall. Thus, in Experiment 2, attention biases with weights based on the output
layers of the LSTM and Bi-LSTM model were defined, which were later added to the various layers of the DL
models before the dense layer with sigmoid activation. In summary, the results from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
respectively are summarised in with Table 4

4. Results and Discussion

From the results shown in Table 4, discussing Experiment 1, it was noticed that across all the six datasets, the
proposed DL models were able to achieve a recall >= 95%. Also, from the table, it was observed that across five
of the datasets, all the classifiers explored achieved a high recall except for the AM dataset, where the benchmark
classifier earned a recall of 61.11%. In terms of the best-performing model for recall, the LSTM model proved to be
the best, obtaining a recall of 100%. Though the LSTM achieved such an excellent recall, identifying all the positive
examples in each dataset, it failed to determine the actual negative examples in each dataset, making it have a high
value of FP, which greatly affected the WSS@95 (-5%). This implies that the LSTM model will fail to reduce human
effort. Another inference that can be drawn could be that the cost-sensitive learning approach did not work so well
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for the LSTM model, making it highly biased. Moving on to the Bi-LSTM, it was also observed that the classifier
achieved the highest score for precision, F2 and WSS@95 across four of the six datasets (AH, BB, CAA, COH)
performing better than the LSTM and benchmark model. For instance, with the AH dataset, the Bi-LSTM obtained
24.25% WSS@95; 19.97%higher than the benchmark model and 0.33% precision and 1.47% F2 higher score than
the benchmark method. Additionally, for the BB dataset, the Bi-LSTM obtained 0.37% higher WSS@95, 2.40% F2,
4.38% recall and 0.85% precision compared to the baseline methodology. A similar trend was seen across the other
two remaining datasets. On the other hand, the baseline classifier outperformed the LSTM and Bi-LSTM on the AM
and CACE datasets obtaining a high WSS@95, precision, and F2. In summary, considering the performance metrics
results for the TF-IDF and GloVe vectorisation as summarised in Table 4, the Bi-LSTM model performs best in
Experiment 1.

Having looked at the potential of LSTM and Bi-LSTM to automate SRs in Experiment 2 (Attention Mechanics),
an observation from this Table 4 is that the addition of attention mechanics notably improved the performance metrics
of the DL models, especially that of the original LSTM model. For example, Table 4 shows that the attention weights
increased the WSS@95 value of both the LSTM and Bi-LSTM to a significantly higher value. For instance, with the
AM dataset, the Bi-LSTM with attention increased the WSS@95 from -5% to 14.52% whilst maintaining a recall of
100% with improved F2 and precision. A similar pattern is seen across the other datasets. Another example still on
the AM dataset, is that the addition of the attention to the LSTM was able to improve the precision slightly, F2 and
WSS@95 (-5% to -0.97%) with the same improvement particularly in WSS@95 and precision across all the other
datasets. Though the recall results of the LSTM for some of the datasets like COH and CACE were less than the
expected recall, it was observed that the number of FP was lower than the original LSTM model and had higher TN,
which aided in an improved WSS@95 value.

Additionally, from Experiment 2, it was also noticed that the addition of the attention mechanics to the Bi-LSTM
was able to achieve a recall of approximately >= 95% across all the datasets. Overall, it can be concluded that
the addition of attention mechanics addressed RQ2. Summarising the overall results for both Experiments 1 and 2,
it can be generally concluded that the best-performing classifiers are the attention model-based models. Recalling
from Experiment 1, where the benchmark model outperformed the DL model for the AM and CACE datasets, it was
detected that the attention-based models gave comparative results. For example, with the AM dataset, the precision,
recall, and F2 score of the Bi-LSTM model with attention were higher than the results obtained with the baseline model
with the exception of WSS@95. Likewise for the CACE, interestingly, the LSTM with attention model performs best
in terms of precision, F2 and WSS@95 though it misses one relevant example out of the eight. Reiterating and
concluding the results obtained in Table 4, it can be highlighted that Bi-LSTM has the potential to aid in SR citation
automation and that adding attention mechanics to the Bi-LSTM layers indeed helps improves essential performance
metrics such as precision and WSS@95 in SR automation.

5. Conclusion

Putting it all together, the results from the experiments suggest that Bi-LSTM with attention mechanics has the
potential to automate abstract text screening classification. From the theoretical point of the proposed methodology,
this research inspects the likelihood of DL techniques for SR development. In prior studies, the most used vectorisation
technique for extracting features from citations are BoW and TF-IDF. On the other hand, this study explores a word
embedding method that captures semantics, GloVe. In addition, LSTM and Bi-LSTM are examined, with the addition
of attention mechanics to improve evaluation metrics. The results obtained from experimentation are expected to
create awareness to the public of the efficacy of diving into DL models for citation automation.

Moving to the practical perspective of the experiments, this study is anticipated to lower the cost of developing and
maintaining SRs significantly. The high expense of selecting articles for SRs at the expense of the increasing rise in
daily published literature prevents the development and update of SR from staying up with advancements in medical
research, which in turn makes it more challenging to translate the most recent studies into healthcare practices. Thus
the experimental methodology of this study has the potential to accelerate the implementation of SRs in evidence-
based medicine by drastically lowering the number of papers that need to be manually reviewed by reviewers during
the SR preparation process.
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Table 4: Summary of results obtained from both Experiment 1 (TF-IDF and GloVe Vectorisation) and Experiment 2 (Attention Mechanics)

Dataset Classifier TP FP TN FN N P R F2 WSS@95

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 2 81 64 1 149 2.64% 61.11% 11.27% 39.09%
Aceves-Martins2021 (AM) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 4 145 0 0 149 2.68% 100.00% 12.12% -5.00%

LSTM + GloVe 4 145 0 0 149 2.68% 100.00% 12.12% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 116 29 0 149 3.34% 100.00% 14.75% 14.52%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 139 6 0 149 2.80% 100.00% 12.58% -0.97%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 5 423 44 0 472 1.17% 100.00% 5.58% 4.28%
Appenzeller-Herzog 2020 (AH) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 5 329 138 0 472 1.50% 96.15% 7.05% 24.25%

LSTM + GloVe 4 468 0 0 472 0.81% 100.00% 3.90% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 5 228 239 0 472 2.15% 96.15% 9.86% 45.66%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 4 270 198 0 472 1.32% 94.74% 6.23% 37.01%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 48 235 35 2 320 16.90% 95.22% 49.42% 6.57%
Bannach-Brown 2019 (BB) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 50 232 38 0 320 17.76% 99.60% 51.82% 6.94%

LSTM + GloVe 50 270 0 0 320 15.70% 100.00% 48.21% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 49 112 157 2 320 30.43% 96.08% 67.12% 44.72%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 48 190 80 2 320 20.34% 96.41% 55.15% 20.58%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 27 159 12 1 200 14.67% 95.14% 45.36% 1.51%
Cohen AtypicalAntipsychotics 2006 (CAA) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 29 156 15 0 200 15.58% 100.00% 48.00% 2.51%

LSTM + GloVe 29 171 0 0 200 14.41% 100.00% 45.71% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 28 147 25 0 200 15.79% 100.00% 48.39% 7.51%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 28 149 22 1 200 15.90% 97.92% 48.19% 6.21%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 8 311 124 0 443 2.39% 95.00% 10.84% 23.05%
Cohen ACEInhibitors 2006 (CACE) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 8 409 26 0 443 1.87% 97.50% 8.69% 0.92%

LSTM + GloVe 8 435 0 0 443 1.81% 100.00% 8.42% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 8 234 202 0 443 3.11% 100.00% 13.82% 40.57%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 7 191 244 1 443 3.64% 90.00% 15.65% 50.28%

SVM with SDG + TF-IDF 25 61 5 1 92 28.94% 95.42% 65.38% 1.49%
Cohen OralHypoglycemics 2006 (CAOH) Bi-LSTM + GloVe 26 60 5 1 92 30.39% 96.32% 67.18% 1.51%

LSTM + GloVe 26 66 0 0 92 28.35% 100.00% 66.43% -5.00%
Bi-LSTM + GloVe + Attention 26 44 22 0 92 37.14% 100.00% 74.71% 18.91%
LSTM + GloVe + Attention 23 35 31 3 92 39.45% 87.02% 70.11% 32.31%

through a series of experimentation similar to the benchmark study, thus addressing the first part of RQ2 in Section 1.
TP, TN, FP, FN were obtained at this threshold to aid in the calculation of the evaluation metrics.

In the second experiment (Experiment 2), which was designed to address the second aspect of RQ2, the addition
of attention mechanics was explored on how it could help improve metrics such as precision and WSS of the DL
classifiers whilst maintaining a high recall. Thus, in Experiment 2, attention biases with weights based on the output
layers of the LSTM and Bi-LSTM model were defined, which were later added to the various layers of the DL
models before the dense layer with sigmoid activation. In summary, the results from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
respectively are summarised in with Table 4

4. Results and Discussion

From the results shown in Table 4, discussing Experiment 1, it was noticed that across all the six datasets, the
proposed DL models were able to achieve a recall >= 95%. Also, from the table, it was observed that across five
of the datasets, all the classifiers explored achieved a high recall except for the AM dataset, where the benchmark
classifier earned a recall of 61.11%. In terms of the best-performing model for recall, the LSTM model proved to be
the best, obtaining a recall of 100%. Though the LSTM achieved such an excellent recall, identifying all the positive
examples in each dataset, it failed to determine the actual negative examples in each dataset, making it have a high
value of FP, which greatly affected the WSS@95 (-5%). This implies that the LSTM model will fail to reduce human
effort. Another inference that can be drawn could be that the cost-sensitive learning approach did not work so well
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for the LSTM model, making it highly biased. Moving on to the Bi-LSTM, it was also observed that the classifier
achieved the highest score for precision, F2 and WSS@95 across four of the six datasets (AH, BB, CAA, COH)
performing better than the LSTM and benchmark model. For instance, with the AH dataset, the Bi-LSTM obtained
24.25% WSS@95; 19.97%higher than the benchmark model and 0.33% precision and 1.47% F2 higher score than
the benchmark method. Additionally, for the BB dataset, the Bi-LSTM obtained 0.37% higher WSS@95, 2.40% F2,
4.38% recall and 0.85% precision compared to the baseline methodology. A similar trend was seen across the other
two remaining datasets. On the other hand, the baseline classifier outperformed the LSTM and Bi-LSTM on the AM
and CACE datasets obtaining a high WSS@95, precision, and F2. In summary, considering the performance metrics
results for the TF-IDF and GloVe vectorisation as summarised in Table 4, the Bi-LSTM model performs best in
Experiment 1.

Having looked at the potential of LSTM and Bi-LSTM to automate SRs in Experiment 2 (Attention Mechanics),
an observation from this Table 4 is that the addition of attention mechanics notably improved the performance metrics
of the DL models, especially that of the original LSTM model. For example, Table 4 shows that the attention weights
increased the WSS@95 value of both the LSTM and Bi-LSTM to a significantly higher value. For instance, with the
AM dataset, the Bi-LSTM with attention increased the WSS@95 from -5% to 14.52% whilst maintaining a recall of
100% with improved F2 and precision. A similar pattern is seen across the other datasets. Another example still on
the AM dataset, is that the addition of the attention to the LSTM was able to improve the precision slightly, F2 and
WSS@95 (-5% to -0.97%) with the same improvement particularly in WSS@95 and precision across all the other
datasets. Though the recall results of the LSTM for some of the datasets like COH and CACE were less than the
expected recall, it was observed that the number of FP was lower than the original LSTM model and had higher TN,
which aided in an improved WSS@95 value.

Additionally, from Experiment 2, it was also noticed that the addition of the attention mechanics to the Bi-LSTM
was able to achieve a recall of approximately >= 95% across all the datasets. Overall, it can be concluded that
the addition of attention mechanics addressed RQ2. Summarising the overall results for both Experiments 1 and 2,
it can be generally concluded that the best-performing classifiers are the attention model-based models. Recalling
from Experiment 1, where the benchmark model outperformed the DL model for the AM and CACE datasets, it was
detected that the attention-based models gave comparative results. For example, with the AM dataset, the precision,
recall, and F2 score of the Bi-LSTM model with attention were higher than the results obtained with the baseline model
with the exception of WSS@95. Likewise for the CACE, interestingly, the LSTM with attention model performs best
in terms of precision, F2 and WSS@95 though it misses one relevant example out of the eight. Reiterating and
concluding the results obtained in Table 4, it can be highlighted that Bi-LSTM has the potential to aid in SR citation
automation and that adding attention mechanics to the Bi-LSTM layers indeed helps improves essential performance
metrics such as precision and WSS@95 in SR automation.

5. Conclusion

Putting it all together, the results from the experiments suggest that Bi-LSTM with attention mechanics has the
potential to automate abstract text screening classification. From the theoretical point of the proposed methodology,
this research inspects the likelihood of DL techniques for SR development. In prior studies, the most used vectorisation
technique for extracting features from citations are BoW and TF-IDF. On the other hand, this study explores a word
embedding method that captures semantics, GloVe. In addition, LSTM and Bi-LSTM are examined, with the addition
of attention mechanics to improve evaluation metrics. The results obtained from experimentation are expected to
create awareness to the public of the efficacy of diving into DL models for citation automation.

Moving to the practical perspective of the experiments, this study is anticipated to lower the cost of developing and
maintaining SRs significantly. The high expense of selecting articles for SRs at the expense of the increasing rise in
daily published literature prevents the development and update of SR from staying up with advancements in medical
research, which in turn makes it more challenging to translate the most recent studies into healthcare practices. Thus
the experimental methodology of this study has the potential to accelerate the implementation of SRs in evidence-
based medicine by drastically lowering the number of papers that need to be manually reviewed by reviewers during
the SR preparation process.
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Some of the future works that can be explored are as follows: 1) investigating other potential class imbalance
techniques, 2) exploring prospective word embedding techniques that are on a sentence level such as Doc2Vec [42]
etc. to aid extract embedding from citations instead of word-level embedding technique used in this experiment, 3)
exploring the addition of biomedical knowledge graphs terms such as UMLS to the proposed classifier for training
and further exploring how domain knowledge i.e the content of the SR topic at hand can be incorporated into the
classifier 4) evaluating method on a much larger dataset.

In conclusion, this research may impact the way best evidence-based medical research is conducted and ultimately
contribute to improving society’s health and well-being.
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Some of the future works that can be explored are as follows: 1) investigating other potential class imbalance
techniques, 2) exploring prospective word embedding techniques that are on a sentence level such as Doc2Vec [42]
etc. to aid extract embedding from citations instead of word-level embedding technique used in this experiment, 3)
exploring the addition of biomedical knowledge graphs terms such as UMLS to the proposed classifier for training
and further exploring how domain knowledge i.e the content of the SR topic at hand can be incorporated into the
classifier 4) evaluating method on a much larger dataset.

In conclusion, this research may impact the way best evidence-based medical research is conducted and ultimately
contribute to improving society’s health and well-being.
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